Abstract: This paper describes the use of XML in three generic interacting speech technology systems. The first, a phonological syllable recognition system, generates feature-based finite-state automaton representations of phonotactic constraints in XML. It employs axioms of event logic to interpret multilinear representations of speech utterances and outputs candidate syllables to the second system, an XML syllable lexicon. This system enables users to generate their own lexicons and its default lexicon is used to accept or reject the candidate syllables output by the speech recognition system. Furthermore its XML representation facilitates its use by the third system which generates additional lexicons, based on different feature sets, by means of a transduction process. The applicability of these alternative feature sets in the generation of synthetic speech can then be tested using these new lexicons.
Introduction
The flexibility and portability provided by XML, and its related technologies, result in them being well suited to the development of robust, generic, Natural Language Processing applications. In this paper we describe the use of XML within the context of speech technology software, with a particular focus on speech recognition. We present a framework, based on the model of Time Map Phonology (Carson-Berndsen, 1998) , for the development and testing of phonological well-formedness constraints for generic speech technology applications. Furthermore, we illustrate how the use of a syllable lexicon, specified in terms of phonological features, and marked-up in XML, contributes to both speech recognition and synthesis. In the following sections three inter-connected systems are discussed. The first, the Language Independent Phonotactic System, LIPS, a syllable recognition application based on Time Map Phonology and a significant departure from current ASR technology, is described. The second system, Realising Enforced Featurebased Lexical Entries in XML, REFLEX, is outlined and finally, the third system, Transducing Recognised Entities via XML, T-REX, is discussed. All three systems build on earlier work on generic speech tools (Carson-Berndsen, 1999; Carson-Berndsen & Walsh, 2000a ).
The Time Map Model
This paper focuses on representing speech utterances in terms of non-segmental phonology, such as autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith, 1990) , where utterances are represented in terms of tiers of autonomous features (autosegments) which can spread across a number of sounds. The advantage of this approach is that coarticulation can be modelled by allowing features to overlap. The Time Map model (Carson-Berndsen, 1998 builds on this autosegmental approach by allowing multilinear representations of autonomous features to be interpreted by an event-based computational linguistic model of phonology. The Time Map model employs a phonotactic automaton (finitestate representation of the permissible combinations of sounds in a language), and axioms of event logic, to interpret multilinear feature representations. Indeed, much recent research (e.g. Ali et al., 1999; Chang, Greenberg & Wester, 2001 ) has focused on extracting similar features to those used in our model. methodology which enables users to construct their own phonotactic automata for any language by means of a graphical user interface. Furthermore, LIPS employs an event logic, enabling it to map from absolute time to relative time, and in a novel approach to ASR, carry out parsing on the phonological feature level. The system is comprised of two principal components, the network generator and the parser, outlined in the following subsections.
The Network Generator
The network generator interface allows users to build their own phonotactic automata. Users input node values and select from a list of feature overlap relations those that a given arc is to represent. These relations can be selected from a default list of IPA-like features or the user can specify their own set. In this way LIPS is feature-set independent. The network generator constructs feature-based networks and parsing takes place at the feature level. Once the user has completed the network specification, the system generates an XML representation of the phonotactic automaton. An automaton representing a small subsection of the phonotactics of English is illustrated in Figure 2 . It is clear from this automaton that English permits an [S] followed by a [r] in syllable-initial position, but not the other way around. The motivation for generating an XML representation for our phonotactic automata is that XML enables us to specify a welldefined, easy to interpret, portable template, without compromising the generic nature of the network generator. That is to say the user can still specify a phonotactic automaton independent of any language or feature-set. The generated phonotactic automaton is then used to guide the second principal component of the system, the parser.
The Parser
LIPS employs a top-down and breadth-first parsing strategy and is best explained through exemplification.
Purely for the purposes of describing how the parsing procedure takes place, we return to the phonotactic automaton of Figure 2 , which of course represents only a very small subsection of English. This automaton will recognise such syllables as shum, shim, shem, shown, shrun, shran etc., some being actual lexicalised syllables of English and others being phonotactically well-formed, potential, syllables of English. For our example we take the multilinear representation of the utterance [So:n] as depicted in Figure 4 as our input to the parser. At the beginning of the parsing process the phonotactic automaton is anticipating a [S] sound, that is it requires three temporal overlap constraints to be satisfied, the feature voiceless must overlap the feature fricative, the feature palato must overlap the feature voiceless, and the feature fricative must overlap the feature palato. A variable window is applied over the input utterance and the features within the window are examined to see if they satisfy the overlap c onstraints. As can be seen from 
REFLEX
REFLEX is a gene ric, language independent application, which allows for the rapid design and construction of syllable lexicons, for any language. One of the main focuses of other research working on broadening the scope of the lexicon across languages, has been in the development of multilingual lexicons. One such project, PolyLex (Cahill & Gazdar, 1999) , captures commonalities across related languages using hierarchical inheritance mechanisms. One of the main concerns of the work presented here however, is to provide generic, reusable, tools which facilitate the development and testing of phonological systems, rather than the creation of such multilingual lexicons.
Work on phonological features and lexical description has either been within this multilingual context (Tiberius & Evans, 2000) or has concentrated on using a feature-based lexicon for comparison with features extracted from a sound signal (Reetz, 2000) . By removing reference to specific languages and concentrating on providing mechanisms for lexical generation, REFLEX can generate a syllable lexicon for any language that can be adequately represented in a phonetic notation.
Furthermore, the decision to use XML to represent the output data means that it is readily available for use and manipulation by other outside systems with minimal effort. All background processing is completely hidden; one deals only with the marked-up output, from which idiosyncratic user-required structures can be rapidly generated.
The REFLEX system outputs a featurebased syllable lexicon. This lexicon is a valid XML document, meaning that it conforms to the given REFLEX Document Type Definition (DTD). The DTD stipulates the structure, order and number of XML element tags and attributes, modelling all potential syllable structures (e.g. V, CV, CVC etc).
An example of a typical lexical entry, in this case corresponding to the multilinear representation specified in Figure 5 , [So:n] is given below. The syllable element shown has four children, described as follows: 1) A text child, in this case So:n, the SAMPA representation of the entire syllable. 2) An <onset> element whose attribute list denotes its position within the syllable, i.e.<onset type="first">, <onset type="second"> etc. 3) Nucleus a nd 4) coda elements are similarly defined.
Each of the syllable's elements, <onset>, <nucleus> and <coda>, may have only one child element, <segment>, which tags the given phoneme. Its attribute list describes the phonemes specification in terms of phono logical features. It also has a duration attribute, which is derived from corpus analysis.
<segment phonation="voiced" manner="nasal" place="apical" duration="null">n</segment> REFLEX provides two methods by which syllables can be added to the lexicon. The first, requires users to specify an input file of monosyllables represented in a phonetic notation, in this case SAMPA. The second, enables the user to specify syllables, in terms of phonemes, position, and if desired, a typical duration, by means of a GUI illustrated below in Figure 6 . Regardless of the input option chosen, new entries are added to the lexicon via a background process. REFLEX makes use of DATR, a non-monotonic inheritance based lexical representation language (Evans & Gazdar, 1996) to carry out this process. DATR is used to quickly and comprehensively define the phonological feature descriptions for a given language. For a greater understanding of how this can be achieved see Cahill, Carson-Berndsen & Gazdar (2000) . Using DATR's inference mechanisms, REFLEX manipulates the output into a valid XML document, creating a sophisticated phonological feature-based lexicon, shown in Figure 5 .
All syllable elements are enclosed within the root <lexicon> tag, whose sole attribute specifies the lexicon's language.
The REFLEX lexicon is a versatile tool that has a number of potential applications within the domain of speech technology systems. The following sub-sections illustrate how this syllable lexicon, by virtue of its being marked up in XML, can contribute to both speech recognition and synthesis.
LIPS and REFLEX
By allowing feature overlap constraints to be relaxed in the case of underspecified input, LIPS can produce a number of candidate syllables. In Figure 4 above, at the final transition, the automaton is expecting either an [m] [So:n] . In order to achieve this, REFLEX makes use of the XPath specification (a means for locating nodes in an XML document) and formulates a query before applying it to the syllable lexicon.
2 In the example given, REFLEX searches the document, checking the value of the text child of each syllable element, against each candidate syllable output by LIPS. Any successful matches returned are therefore not only well-formed, but are deemed to be actual syllables. Thus at this point, the lexicon is searched and the syllable [So:n] is recognised. The granularity of the REFLEX search capability is such, that it can be extended to the feature level. Users can search the lexicon for syllables that contain a number of specific features in certain positions, e.g. search for syllables that contain a voiced, labial, plosive in the first onset. Again, REFLEX forms an XPath expression and queries the lexicon, returning all matches. REFLEX also functions as a knowledge source for the T -REX system. This system is responsible for mapping output from the lexicon into syllable representations using different feature sets, e.g. features from other phonologies, and is discussed below in the context of speech synthesis. The advantages of this transduction capability are that numerous lexicons can be rapidly developed and used to investigate the appropriateness of specific formal models of phonological representation for the purposes of speech synthesis. Furthermore, the same computational phonological model, i.e. the Time Map model, can be employed. Bohan et al (2001) describe how the phonotactic automaton is used to generate a multilinear event representation of overlap and precedence constraints for an utterance, which is then mapped to control parameters of the HLsyn (Sensimetrics Corporation) synthesis engine. Different feature sets can be evaluated by assessing how they influence the various control parameters of the HLsyn engine and the quality of the synthesised speech.
T-REX

Conclusion
This paper has described how the use of XML together with a computational phonological model can contribute significantly to the tasks of speech recognition, speech synthesis and lexicon development. Phonotactic automata and multilinear representations were introduced and the interpretation of these representations was discussed. Three robust, well-defined systems, LIPS, REFLEX, and T-REX, were outlined. These systems offer ge neric structures coupled with the portability of XML. In doing so, they enable users to recognise speech, synthesise speech, and develop lexicons for different languages using different feature sets while maintaining a common interface. The generic and portable nature of these systems means that languages with significantly different phonologies are supported. In addition, languages which, to date, have received little attention with respect to speech technology are equally provided for.
Ongoing projects include work on Irish, which has a notably different phonology from English and on developing phonotactic automata and phonological lexicons for other languages. Furthermore, the models are being extended to include phoneme-
